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pitchfactor features 10 of eventide s signature stereo or mono pitch delay effects diatonic
pitchflex quadravox octaver harmodulator crystals micropitch harpeggiator h910 h949
synthonizer this release contains the new pitchfuzz algorithm pitchfuzz is a multi effects
algorithm combining fuzz three pitch shifters and two delays into one easy to use effect the
fuzz gets its inspiration from classic analog fuzz pedals as well as eventide s own crushstation
and sculpt algorithms h9 control v 2 7 8 leave this field empty if you re human products pedals
plug ins rackmount broadcast product catalog support faqs downloads demo activating plug ins
request product info the eventide pitchfactor is a digital pitch shifting pedal that is designed to
provide precise and accurate pitch shifting effects for musicians it offers a wide range of pitch
shifting options including up and down intervals harmonies and detuning effects pitchfactor is
the latest realization of that dream bringing true studio quality audio massive processing
power world class effects and unmatched flexibility to your live sound h90 offers the great
sounding effects you have always loved from eventide and more complete with an intuitive ui
comprehensive i o flexible routing options and a wealth of effects to choose from the h90 is
designed to be the heart of your rig 1 1 key features preloaded with 62 effect algorithms 10
new effect algorithms bouquet delay manual eventide pitchfactor view the eventide pitchfactor
manual for free or ask your question to other eventide pitchfactor owners iconic collection of
eventide classics pitchfactor is designed to be flexible and can support both instrument and
line level inputs and outputs rear panel toggle switches allow you to independently select input
and output 93 pitchfactor multi voice intelligent pitch shifting from the company that invented
it ten pitch and harmonizer algorithms that cover all the bases all the way from the original
h910 to quadravox 4 voice harmonizer to octave and pitchflex effects also included is
harpeggiator which creates arpeggios with selectable rhythm patterns and eventide pitchfactor
pedalboard instruction support forum description manual the pitchfactor takes ten of eventide
s signature stereo or mono pitch and delay effects and successfully crams them into a
stompbox that you can fit on your pedalboard or in your backpack it is guitar or bass
compatible features studio quality sound and has true analog bypass instant program change
and 40 factory presets open a support ticket to troubleshoot your product or initiate a repair
downloads find downloads for your product manuals find user manuals and other documents
account manage your account and register products product repair click here for information
on discontinued product repair created date 8 21 2014 10 54 51 am eventide pitchfactor
factory presets preset name algorithm mix pitch mix pitch a pitch b delay a delay b depth key
speed scale xnob ynob tempo 24 1 pitch flex 4th pitchflex wet 100 a10 b0 ah p4 bh p5 ht 0 06s
th 0 08s flt 0 shap 2 at m3 bt p4 n you can also use a single stereo insert such as an eventide
pitchfactor fig 3 4 one stereo insert connect your guitar to h90 input 1 connect h90 output 1 to
guitar amp 1 connect h90 output 2 to guitar amp 2 connect h90 output 3 and 4 to pitchfactor
inputs eventide modfactor pitchfactor these flexible effects pedals from the makers of the
original harmonizer are equally at home on stage and in the studio with guitar keys or even a
mixing desk eventide have an enviable reputation when it comes to studio effects ranking
alongside the likes of lexicon and tc electronic and when it comes to the eventide pitchfactor
harmonizer and effects processor stompbox delivers eventide s coveted harmony and delay
effects to guitarists bass players and keyboard players alike this easy to use unit features
studio quality effects including 10 of eventide s signature stereo or mono pitch delay effects 4
voices of diatonic pitch shifting and the formidable pitchfactor pedal by eventide places 10
effects in a compact floor unit a worthy implement to review and break down for any potential
buyers eventide s pitchfactor offers ten effects in one stompbox multi effects are eventide s
calling card badmelonfarmer hi all not sure anyone else got the mail but the pitchfactor manual
is up and so is the preset chart yay man this is not helping me contain my excitement eventide
com audiodivision support stompboxes pitchfactor aspx from presets



pitchfactor eventide audio May 17 2024 pitchfactor features 10 of eventide s signature stereo
or mono pitch delay effects diatonic pitchflex quadravox octaver harmodulator crystals
micropitch harpeggiator h910 h949 synthonizer
pitchfactor downloads eventide audio Apr 16 2024 this release contains the new pitchfuzz
algorithm pitchfuzz is a multi effects algorithm combining fuzz three pitch shifters and two
delays into one easy to use effect the fuzz gets its inspiration from classic analog fuzz pedals as
well as eventide s own crushstation and sculpt algorithms h9 control v 2 7 8
pitchfactor documentation eventide audio Mar 15 2024 leave this field empty if you re human
products pedals plug ins rackmount broadcast product catalog support faqs downloads demo
activating plug ins request product info
user manual eventide pitchfactor english 68 pages Feb 14 2024 the eventide pitchfactor is a
digital pitch shifting pedal that is designed to provide precise and accurate pitch shifting
effects for musicians it offers a wide range of pitch shifting options including up and down
intervals harmonies and detuning effects
tj user guide amazon services inc Jan 13 2024 pitchfactor is the latest realization of that dream
bringing true studio quality audio massive processing power world class effects and unmatched
flexibility to your live sound
table of contents eventide audio Dec 12 2023 h90 offers the great sounding effects you have
always loved from eventide and more complete with an intuitive ui comprehensive i o flexible
routing options and a wealth of effects to choose from the h90 is designed to be the heart of
your rig 1 1 key features preloaded with 62 effect algorithms 10 new effect algorithms bouquet
delay
eventide pitchfactor user manual english 68 pages Nov 11 2023 manual eventide pitchfactor
view the eventide pitchfactor manual for free or ask your question to other eventide pitchfactor
owners
downloads eventide audio Oct 10 2023 iconic collection of eventide classics
pitchfactor zikinf Sep 09 2023 pitchfactor is designed to be flexible and can support both
instrument and line level inputs and outputs rear panel toggle switches allow you to
independently select input and output
93 pitchfactor eventide h9000 documentation Aug 08 2023 93 pitchfactor multi voice
intelligent pitch shifting from the company that invented it ten pitch and harmonizer
algorithms that cover all the bases all the way from the original h910 to quadravox 4 voice
harmonizer to octave and pitchflex effects also included is harpeggiator which creates
arpeggios with selectable rhythm patterns and
eventide pitchfactor download instruction manual pdf mansio Jul 07 2023 eventide
pitchfactor pedalboard instruction support forum description manual
eventide pitchfactor review premier guitar Jun 06 2023 the pitchfactor takes ten of eventide s
signature stereo or mono pitch and delay effects and successfully crams them into a stompbox
that you can fit on your pedalboard or in your backpack it is guitar or bass compatible features
studio quality sound and has true analog bypass instant program change and 40 factory presets
support eventide audio May 05 2023 open a support ticket to troubleshoot your product or
initiate a repair downloads find downloads for your product manuals find user manuals and
other documents account manage your account and register products product repair click here
for information on discontinued product repair
cloud object storage amazon s3 amazon services Apr 04 2023 created date 8 21 2014 10
54 51 am
eventide pitchfactor factory presets s3 amazonaws com Mar 03 2023 eventide pitchfactor
factory presets preset name algorithm mix pitch mix pitch a pitch b delay a delay b depth key
speed scale xnob ynob tempo 24 1 pitch flex 4th pitchflex wet 100 a10 b0 ah p4 bh p5 ht 0 06s
th 0 08s flt 0 shap 2 at m3 bt p4 n
3 3 one stereo insert eventide h90 documentation Feb 02 2023 you can also use a single
stereo insert such as an eventide pitchfactor fig 3 4 one stereo insert connect your guitar to
h90 input 1 connect h90 output 1 to guitar amp 1 connect h90 output 2 to guitar amp 2
connect h90 output 3 and 4 to pitchfactor inputs
eventide modfactor pitchfactor sound on sound Jan 01 2023 eventide modfactor
pitchfactor these flexible effects pedals from the makers of the original harmonizer are equally
at home on stage and in the studio with guitar keys or even a mixing desk eventide have an



enviable reputation when it comes to studio effects ranking alongside the likes of lexicon and tc
electronic and when it comes to
user manual eventide pitchfactor harmonizer and effects Nov 30 2022 the eventide pitchfactor
harmonizer and effects processor stompbox delivers eventide s coveted harmony and delay
effects to guitarists bass players and keyboard players alike this easy to use unit features
studio quality effects including 10 of eventide s signature stereo or mono pitch delay effects 4
voices of diatonic pitch shifting and
eventide pitchfactor review a versatile pitch shifting Oct 30 2022 the formidable pitchfactor
pedal by eventide places 10 effects in a compact floor unit a worthy implement to review and
break down for any potential buyers eventide s pitchfactor offers ten effects in one stompbox
multi effects are eventide s calling card
pitchfactor manual is on the web eventide audio Sep 28 2022 badmelonfarmer hi all not sure
anyone else got the mail but the pitchfactor manual is up and so is the preset chart yay man
this is not helping me contain my excitement eventide com audiodivision support stompboxes
pitchfactor aspx from presets
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